Communications
TO THE EDITOR:

As a student at Yeshiva, I developed warm feelings for the institution that
nurtured my religious and intellectual growth. The experience of sitting in
class with a student named Shalom Carmy helped build my loyalty to Yeshiva.
In his editor’s note (“Are We All Seminary Men?,” Summer 2014,
47:2) Rabbi Carmy distinguishes between institutional loyalty and commitment to a religious movement. Some of our fellow students, despite
love of the Yeshiva, have come to reconsider their acceptance of the traditions we were taught at Yeshiva. If I understand Rabbi Carmy’s point
properly, he believes that we could maintain better, more authentic relations with these folks if they would only stop calling themselves Orthodox. Honestly, they should self-deport.
I see the situation differently.
Maintaining loyalty to the traditions seems a complex task: even when
we were students together, four decades ago, the leading teachers had
different versions of the core beliefs of Torah. Some of the leading teachers
reputedly thought other teachers did not belong in the Yeshiva. Some
of the teachers, as I recall, did not use the relatively recent term “Orthodox” to identify observant Jews, rejecting the term as overemphasizing
theoretical belief in place of the more traditional standards of practice of
ritual and ethical practice.
Over the course of time, we students have changed, each in our own
way. But not only we have changed. The Yeshiva has changed as well.
New teachers have replaced the ones who taught us. New controversies
have replaced the ones that agitated us. New ideas have appeared as the
litmus test of Orthodoxy: some ideas taught by great Jews of the past now
have been declared heretical; other ideas once thought heretical now
seem accepted. It depends on which teacher you ask. Apparently you cannot step into the same Yeshiva twice; you have changed, and the Yeshiva
has changed.
Forty years ago, competing visions of Torah Judaism made their
claims within the walls of the Yeshiva. Perhaps, as R. Carmy suggests,
we now need to have clear boundaries. R. Carmy does not tell us
which umpires will draw the foul lines, by what process the umpires
will get chosen, and by what process they will determine where to
draw the lines.
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Rambam famously echoed R. Avraham ibn Ezra when he wrote that
if a reader cannot reconcile the plain meaning of a biblical verse with reason, the reader must reinterpret the verse (Guide of the Perplexed 2:25;
ibn Ezra invokes Devarim 10:16 late in the introduction to his commentary on the Torah). Rambam surely applied the same process to the doctrines that he himself considered fundamental to Jewish belief (see The
Limits of Orthodox Theology by Marc Shapiro). Maybe, R. Carmy, we had
best accept that the process will continue for the foreseeable future, that
the Yeshiva will not be monolithic, and that honest scholars who reinterpret the doctrines of Judaism will not have to declare themselves heretical.
SHALOM,
ELIEZER FINKELMAN
SHALOM CARMY RESPONDS:

Rabbi Finkelman asserts that “the leading teachers [in Yeshiva University’s
ordination program in the early 1970’s] had different versions of the core
beliefs of Torah,” implying that these differences, which he does not
specify, are comparable in magnitude, to the gap between acceptance and
denial of Torah mi-Sinai. Honestly, many (perhaps all) of the talmidei
hakhamim who taught at RIETS would have been astonished, offended,
and infuriated by the downgrading of ikkarei emuna (principles of faith)
to the status of “traditions.” Trivializing serious differences of principle
does not sustain genuine fellowship. To the contrary, it threatens surviving lines of communication.
One may destabilize any concept of normative belief by collecting
outlier views, opting for marginal interpretations, and exploiting the
blurry borders between the permitted and the prohibited. Contemporary
analytic philosophy has demonstrated the impossibility of drawing the
exact line between the bald and the hairy. None of this is of the slightest
use to barbers or to anxious middle-aged men. I do not favor poring over
the flickering nuances of propositional belief under the microscope in
order to separate the sheep from the goats, so to speak. To do so is not
feasible and it may not be desirable. What, however, of the unmistakable
abandonment of ikkarei emuna? Does it serve the pursuit of truth or
enhance mutual understanding to ignore these visible gaps?
As I wrote, persons, institutions, even ideologies often continue to
animate the hearts and minds of those who no longer accept what I call
their principles and what Finkelman calls “traditions.” I mentioned Newman’s attachment to Oxford and to his colleagues there. I extolled the
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strong commitment that bound Hazon Ish and R. Yehiel Weinberg to
students who forsook Orthodoxy. Eliezer Finkelman himself has written
valuably about the continued impact of Christian ideas on Lord Byron,
despite his adverse relationship to religion.
In our present milieu the term “post-Orthodox” seems to describe
adequately the views of those who have relinquished Orthodoxy, who do
not wish to mislead others, but who do not dissociate themselves from
crucial elements in their Orthodox education. The post-Orthodox label
thus has the virtue of simple honesty. My essay to which R. Finkelman
responded is not about the necessity or importance of dogma, but about
honest human relations. I continue to believe that the fellowship worth
having can only benefit from honesty.
TO THE EDITOR:

In my article, “The Propriety of a Conditional Divorce,” in Tradition Fall
2014 (47:3), please use the following instead of the first paragraph on
page 50:
Nevertheless, despite the inapplicability of his ruling to our case, hezkat
eshet ish has propelled some dayyanim to arrive at such a conclusion
and issue a decision which permits a husband to impose preconditions
prior to the seder ha-get. Nonetheless, as we have shown, there is no basis
that a beit din invoke such a presumption in our situation. It lacks a basis
because the emergence of the centrality of hezkat eshet ish by Maharashdam
was propounded within the context of particular set of facts, facts which
are readily distinguishable from the fact pattern of our scenario.
A. YEHUDA WARBURG
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